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Figure 1: The JoyStyx

Introduction

The JoyStyx is an embedded acoustic instrument.
These instruments are designed to allow custom
hardware interfaces to be connected to software in-
struments running on embedded Linux boards. The
sounds generated are then amplified and sent to
speaker drivers connected to a digitally fabricated
body. This houses the instrument’s electronics and
provides for a unique sound-filtering and radiation
pattern, depending on the particulars of the materi-
als and geometry.

Figure 2: PCB Designed in Fritzing

Design

Hardware Design:

•Embedded Raspberry Pi
•Custom PCB Board for Joystick Layout
•Spatial "3.1" Speaker Configuration
• 3-D Printed Bassports

Sound Design:

•Granular Synthesis Written in Pure Data
•Various Source Sounds for More Timbral Options
•Spatial Crossfading Follows the Movement of the
Joysticks

Measurements

To get an idea of the instrument’s tone colour, we
took measurements of its acoustic resonance. Us-
ing a long sine sweep as the input signal, we took
measurements of each driver individually with the
reference microphone on-axis 32-inches away from
the instrument. Figure 5 shows the four responses
plotted together. The magnitude response is plot-
ted logarithmically with respect to frequency. Pre-
dictably, the smaller 2.5-inch driver gives a smoother
response in the mid and high-end range, while the
3.5-inch driver shows more power in the low-end of
the range.

Figure 3: Four Variations of the JoyStyx

Granular Quartet

Granular Quartet is the first piece composed for
an ensemble of the JoyStyx concept. Each of the
four instruments has a separate sound source. Each
instrument uses samples from either flute, oboe, bas-
soon, or bass clarinet. The use of different instru-
ments gives the ensemble a wider range, from around
65Hz in the lowest bassoon note to around 1.5kHz
in the highest flute note. The ability to gradually
glissando between these notes, combined with the
variety of smooth and buzzy timbres in the selected
instruments, allows for a wonderfully complex spec-
trum of possible textures. The JoyStyx quartet can
be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Granular Quartet in Performance

Figure 5: Acoustic Resonance Measurments

Conclusions

In designing the JoyStyx, we experimented with ex-
panding the Embedded Acoustic Instrument plat-
form beyond the standard stereo format by explor-
ing 3.1 format of three directional channels and a
low-frequency channel. We explored polyphonic and
spatial interaction using a new custom-designed in-
terface. We also discovered that, with a little fine-
tuning, bass ports can have a desirable effect on the
final acoustic character of the embedded instrument.
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